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About This Game

Did you love the smash hit The Mirror Mysteries? Try the next installation in the series and continue the saga! Tommy is all
grown up and on the hunt for the mirror that changed his family’s life forever. But now he’s missing and his sister is counting on

you to plunge into new worlds to find him. That evil mirror is back and it’s up to you to extinguish his power for good!

Features:
Repair and explore enchanted worlds

Meet comedic characters
Unique broken item gameplay
Match wits with an evil mirror
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The game is super fun and doesnt take long to get into. youll find yourself playing way too much for a simple game because its
borderline addicting. 10\/10. Brings me back to my youth. Very cute dialogue with amazing character designs and music.
The gameplay sort of reminds me of the gen 2 Pokemon games, and I like how the party system functions in this game.

Great game, it puts me in a good mood.. Was good the first 10 minutes but then got incredibly repetitive and boring, save your
money $$. An really fun game i must say it gives me a mixed feeling of Age of empires and banished :D There are some bugs
sutch as the trainstation being hard to place, I think it should be snap able or something to make it alot easier, and a bug with the
vilagers going around in cirkels etc. But with some inproving this game would be one of the best games i ever played! thanks for
making this awsome game that i have been waiting for since april xD. awsome game >.<. I have used handful of mult-rotor sims
and this is by far one of the worst. It doesnt reconize the tbs tango trans. physics are a bit choppy and the home screen has a
bizzare frame rate lag. If you are in the market for a sim don't waste your money on this one.
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15，甚至比最终幻想更棒！ 是男人就买下了它！

China version of Final Fantasy 15! Extra features inside the game are even much better than FF 15. Smooth gameplay and
combat control, making it a must grab game for those who like Action RPG games!. Fun little game. Please add more holes..
Looked like a really unique and fun to play game but it's way too hard. If you flip the corridor to lift the box it will fall way too
slow to actually predict further obstacles. If you get to level 3, you got really lucky or went the extremely save route and took 10
minutes.. I've used it for about 15 minutes and already have heard all the sounds. I like the idea of this program, but it's lacking
at the moment. There needs to be far more options for the actual ASMR sounds. I would even go so far as to say that the sounds
that are not ASMR-y should be removed (fire alarm, for example, is just annoying).

Perhaps if there were more scratching sounds, tapping sounds, kissing, mouth sounds, some sk-sk or ks-ks, rubbing sounds
(rubbing the mic, etc.), buzzing sounds like hair clippers\/trimmers, low humming sounds like an AC unit or something, stuff
like that.

Again, I like the concept, and I do recommend it, but it could use more sounds before I'm going to say it's actually good.. If you
enjoy SanctuaryRPG, I see no reason to own this DLC, except of course if you can't find it or don't know that it exists. For
some reason, this doesn't show up as a DLC for the main game, so you won't know it's here unless you find the link to this page
itself!

Because of this, not many people have bought it, and Steam won't activate certain features for it until more people have it. It's a
catch-22.

Anyway, I find the content to be very interesting, and a great way to support to the devs. SanctuaryRPG is one of the best little
gems I've ever stumbled onto, and the amount of work that went into it is impressive, the devs were constantly upgrading the
game for years, making one of the deepest old school RPG experiences in history.. I am the Death bringer!. Drink alcohol or die
- a genius ironic sandbox about zombies and drunkenness.. Oh man where do I even begin?

Short Review:

Good game but not for everyone. Game is built to grind and can be repetative.
Pretty much one of the oldest clicker games out there.
Maybe get on sale (>50%)
9.5\/10

Long Review

So I see many of negative reviews and I do agree with many of them, but I will have to totally recommend this little piece of
gem as I grab it as soon as I saw it.

I first played this game maybe 8 or 9 years ago, don't even remember how I even got my hands on it and I totally loved it, made
my day everyday seeing my colony grow and fight with the believible surroundings that you can pretty much live it as if it was
real. Yes, you may probably get this game for free somewhere out there (just like many games in steam) but I just wanted to
own this little gem in my library and also a way to support the devs that make my(as well as many's) childhood a little bit
brighter. I mean 2$ that cost less than a cup of coffee. You have no obligation to buy this game so please don't whine about it
for it being not free, no one's forcing you to buy the game.

Yes, to point out many reviews out there, that this game is indeed repetitive and is a grinding game. I mean which grinding game
is not repetitive? If you don't like to grind then by all means dont get this game, no need to fill the reviews with all the negatives
its not fair for the game since you guys are just stating the obvious.

To put it in a polite way, clicker game, is better suited term than a grinding game. This maybe infact one of the oldest clicker
games out there. Note that I spent over 16 hours in the game and that contribute to around 6000 days in the in-game time. Say I
click around 30 - 60 clicks (combinding fights and whatnot) I spend the time clicking around 270,000 times!! I am not a fan of
the clicker genre but man this game is fun and also frustating at times. I sometimes think this is one of those games that are
made to make chidrends shut up.
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So all in all, its a pretty decent game with hand-drawn annimations and keep in mind this is a pretty darn old game. As I
mentioned, this is not a game for everyone, especially those that don't like games being repetitive. Grab it while on sale or even
at full price I would say it is worth it.

9.5\/10
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